In the Center
As we emerge from Vermont’s deep freeze, we are all excited by our beautiful snow
and the opportunities it provides for outdoor fun. Now that we are in the New Year,
some particularly organized families have asked about getting tuition statements for
2010 for their taxes. While we are glad to provide these statements, please realize it
will take a few days to process your request. If you would like a tax statement leave a
note in the office for Sue Bourdon with your name and your child’s name and classroom.
When it is ready Sue will put it in your child’s cubby.

Mary Johnson
Children’s Center

Now that we have been through our first snow day, you know what to expect. While we
try hard not to close for snow, many of our teachers live a distance from Middlebury
and still others will need to stay home with their own school age children. I think if we
are honest, a couple of snow days each winter are an enjoyable part of winter in Vermont.

Special Points of

Skating starts again next week. If you haven’t sent your permission back in, don’t forget. There is scholarship help available. Just ask your child’s teacher.
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Interest

•

MJCC closed
March 11 for inservice

•

Please be sure
your child has
plenty of warm
clothes for outdoor
play

Stay warm and enjoy our longer hours of daylight!

NARNIA Darcy, Marcie and Andrea
With winter weather here the Narnians have found many indoor activities to apss the cold winter time. Several children
have been interested in learning how to write the letters in the alphabet and their names, which brought the addition of
mailboxes in our classroom. They are creating mail for one another as well as for family members; this may lead to a trip
to the post office in the near future.
Trips to the studio have some of the children making their own paper and learning about the process. They are not only
making their own paper but creating a book of instructions on how to make paper to share with others.
The book Toy Boat inspired a group to create their own boats. They are using recycled materials from around the center
and the studio to plan and build. Most of the boats so far are inspired from the pages of the book and the children use
the book as a reference while planning and building their own.
Tea parties have become almost a daily activity in the kitchen and dramatic play area. The children fill the cups and bowls
with water from the sink ans sit around the small table talking and sipping their tea. The other day many learned about
real tea and explored a tea bag and with Darcy’s help they brewed some tea to try. Many of the children thought it
tasted good. We are currently collecting different types of decaffeinated tea to try out. We are also in search of child
friendly tea cups as our parties get quite big sometimes.
Other activities that the children have enjoyed this winter are sledding outside, oobleck, lots of dramatic play, train
construction, and using duplos to create buildings and houses. We also had a special treat from Andrew our workstudy, he
brought his acapella group from the college and they shared several songs with the while center. It was a great time
laughing at their silly dancing and singing along when we knew the words. We hope to have them back soon!

THUNDERDRAGONS Kristen, Sue, Rini and Javanka
The children have enjoyed exploring all that winter has to offer! They have been snowshoeing, sledding, and
eating lots of snow! They were inspired to explore and experiment with ice and snow finding ways to
change the properties of each with color, water, and temperature. Please take a moment to check out the
poem the children wrote about their love of snow, hanging in the room.
The children have enjoyed watching volcanoes erupt on the internet. They have been representing them in
their drawings and paintings, as well as including them in their stories. They were ecstatic when making a
volcano out of snow, and watching and feeling it erupt!
Our experience with baking soda and vinegar while exploring volcanoes led to making potions, using all kinds of
ingredients! They make many discoveries as ingredients interact. Luke: “It’s like a thundercloud striking
down!” Simone: “It’s sizzling!” Star: “It’s like rain, but fluffy. It’s like a cloud raining fluffy things!”

We have just started having an earlier
morning group meeting. We then break up into groups to work on projects. Each group of children stays
the same, and will work with the same teacher for a few weeks. We are excited to work and grow together,
getting to know each other in new ways and to work toward new goals. Already, we have worked on team
building, metal tooling, and creating self-portraits. We will keep you posted on all of our work together!
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CASPIA Jen, Matt, Nestora

DAWNTREADERS Sarah, Ali and Hannah

It seems the Dawn Treaders are always on the go or at least bouncing from project to project. We
continue to delve into the music world through our exploration of sound. Drums have become an important
part of our investigation; whether playing them alone or while watching Stomp. Some children have also
listened to soundtracks created from their playing or watched themselves on video drumming. We hope to
introduce one of the large Whale Drums, purchased for the playground, into our room within the next few
days. Remember if you have any larger recycled materials that may have sound potential, we would love to
have it.
We have greatly enjoyed exploring with materials that can be altered to form another set of characteristics such as; paint, ooblick, and snow. In particular painting the table has led Hunter to ask the question, “Where did the table go?” After several attempts to help figure out an answer to his question with no
success, we left it covered in paint to dry in hopes someone might return with a solution. After several days,
we are happy to report Hunter found the table when he placed a handful of snow on it. At first, he wanted
to walk away, but we asked him what would happen if he moved the snow around. He returned to move the
snow around and looked up excitedly to say, “Table!”
It also seems traveling is something that is on some children’s minds whether it is to Mars or a store.
If you have any recent traveling stories that happened with your child, we would love to hear them or better
yet send them in. We can talk about the different places people go in their travels. We are also looking for
more bags of varying sizes the children can use to tote around.

